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PROVO, UT—Jolly Fish Press (JFP) has signed a three-book deal with debut author Dan Allen,
acquiring world English rights to the complete Forgotten Heirs Trilogy; the first installment in the
trilogy, Fall of the Dragon Prince, is set to be released Spring 2016. Fall of the Dragon Prince
marks JFP’s first epic fantasy title geared toward YA readers for 2016.
Using the Crystal Compass to track and alter fate, Toran joined the five realms and tied their
destinies to the survival of his secret heirs. But the king is dead and his enemies gather. The
hope of all lies with the heirs of Toran.
But nobody knows who they are.
When a handsome noble from the south arrives at Toran’s castle in Erdal with clues to the
secret heirs, Reann, a serving girl and self-appointed librarian of Toran’s estate, has a chance to
unravel the greatest mystery in the realm. When Reann discovers his true intentions for the
heirs, she finds her own life and heart in danger.
On the other side of the kingdom, an invading force threatens the Montas barrier. Only Terith, a
prince of the Montas and the other dragon riders can save the rest of the realm. Before Terith
and the other awakened riders can stop the invasion that could mean the fall of the empire, he
must ride in the challenge. In this cross-country dragon race, Terith faces a black-hearted traitor
with even darker purposes, to win the kingdom and the heart of the woman he loves.
One rider will fall; one fate will rise.
“Written immaculately with so much care for the world he is building, Allen’s narrative is both
regal and commanding. And who doesn’t love a good dose of dragons,” executive editor
Christopher Loke remarked.
Dan Allen designed lasers that see through envelopes for the government, lit a three-story
electron accelerator on fire, chased a flying stool across a highly magnetic field zone, created
nanoparticles in a radioactive lab, and is proficient in the janitorial art of waxing floors. For fun,
he invents sensors that are probably in your smart phone. He currently lives in Provo, Utah, with
his five children and drummer-artist wife.
Subsidiary and media rights to The Forgotten Heirs Trilogy are available through the publisher.
For information and to request a review copy, please contact Christopher Loke at
publicity@jollyfishpress.com. The title is distributed by IPG.
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